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Analysis of scattering from structures containing a variety
of length scales using a source-model technique
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Fictitious source models have been applied ex~ensively in'. recent years to a variety of
electromagnetic and acoustic wave scattering problems. This paper is introducing an extension
of the source-model technique that facilitates the solution to problems subsuming scatterers that
contain a variety of length scales. This extension is in tune with the source-model technique
philosophy of using simple sources the fields of which are analytically derivable. It amounts to
letting the coordinates of some of the source centers assume complex values. Positioned in
complex space, the simple sources radiate beam-type fields, which are more localized and are
better approximations of the scattering from the smooth expanses of the structure. The
coordinates of the other source centers retain their conventional real values. These latter sources

are used, of course, to approximate the fields in the vicinity of the more rapidly varying expanses
of the structur.e;:The new approach is applied to analyze acoustic scattering from a structure
comprising two adjacent pressure-release spheres of different size. It is found to render the
solution computationally more effectiveat the expense of only a slight increase in its complexity.
PACS numbers: 43.20.Bi, 43.20.Fn, 43.20.Rz, 43.30.Gv
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In recent years, the use of fictitious source models has
proven to be an efficient computational scheme for analyz-
ing a variety of time-harmonic electromagneticl,2 and
acoustic3-6'wave interaction problems. In this computa-
tional scheme, the problem is formulated not in terms of
equivalent surface source distributions applying standard
formulations, but in terms of fictitious simple sources-
simple in the sense that their fields are analytically deriv-
able in the region of interest-located on suitably chosen
mathematical surfaces that are displaced from the physical
ones. In many cases, these simple sources are spatially im-
pulsive sources, namely, line sources in two-dimensional
problems and point sources in three-dimensional problems.
However, in some cases there are preferences for other
sources. For example, in the case of periodic structures,
sources that are slightly more spatially diffused and whose
fields can also be derived analytically are computationally
more attractive.

Related to the superposition method,7-12 this tech-
nique of source models can also be regarded as a method of
moments 13solution to it set of generalized operator equa-
tions for fictitious source distributions that flow on the
displaced source surfaces.1The operator equations are for-
mally obtained upon application of the required conditions
at the physical surfaces. In this case, the fictitious simple
sources actually constitute the set of functions in terms of
which these fictitious source distributions are expanded.

This kind of approach offers a few attractive features.
First, the intensive field calculations involved are made
simple by avoiding surface integrations. Second, the free-
dom in the choice of source locations permits fitting of the
actual fields on the boundaries as per requirement by
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means of smooth field functions. One of the other advan-
tages of choosing the source locations is the reduction of
the onset of ill-conditioning for certain scattering body
shapes at some frequencies. Another advantage is the avail-
ability of a new internal consistency check. Specifically,
one can consider two source locations each providing a
check against the other. Finally, the inaccuracies in such
an approximate boundary field tend to be globally corre-

- lated. Hence, no special testing procedure aimed at aver-
aging out these inaccuracies is normally needed and an
application of the boundary conditions in the simple point-
matching sense is usually sufficient.

The purpose of this paper is to extend the state of the
art of the source-model technique to analyze wave interac-
tion with structures that contain a variety of length scales
ranging from a subwavelength to several wavelengths. For
analyzing the interaction of the wave with such a structure,
one can of course combine the source-model technique
with other numerical and asymptotic methods to form a
hybrid method that provides the needful flexibility. In such
a hybrid method, the effectof the small-scale variations can
be accounted for by using the source-model technique,
while the large-scale variations, which call for a more log-
ical treatment, can be analyzed by a high-frequency asymp-
totic technique such as the geometrical theory of diffrac-
tion. However, in this paper we explore an alternative and
more promising way of accommodating large-scale varia-
tions without greatly increasing the number of unknowns
in the solution. This novel approach belongs to the class of
the source-model technique, and is in tune with the philos-
ophy of using simple sources the fields of which are ana-
lytically derivable. It amounts to letting the coordinates of
some of the source centers assume complex values. Posi-
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